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SEMIEXPO Russia unites the international specialized exhibition with two-day business program, where executives and top managers of the largest microelectronic companies, representatives of government authorities, research institutes and international associations will participate.

A rich business program, including forums, conferences, panel discussions and technological tours, will present the most current information about the microelectronics and semiconductors market to participants and visitors.

The key topics will be the latest developments and trends in the industry, current state of global and local microelectronic markets, growth points and features of cooperation with Russian enterprises, extension of export opportunities and future prospects.

SEMIEXPO Russia 2019 Partner – City of Dresden.
Dresden is the center of European microelectronics. More than 300 companies in the microelectronic industry have united under the auspices of Silicon Saxony e.V. The structure of cluster is rapidly developing, uniting enterprises, scientific institutions and companies which facilitate the technological expertise increase and evolution of the global industry.

SEMIEXPO RUSSIA 2019 PARTICIPATION ADVANTAGES

EXPLORE competitive market analysis, marketing and research news programs

COLLABORATE strategic initiatives, international microelectronic industry committee

CONNECT strategic partners, government contracts, new distribution channels development, new customers and suppliers

INNOVATE new developments, international projects, local competences
EXHIBITOR PROFILE

SEMIEXPO Russia annually enlarges thematic areas and increases the presence of highly-interested exhibitors from the following industrial fields:

- Manufacturers and suppliers of the process equipment
- Materials suppliers
- Manufacturers of semiconductors and electronic component base
- Developers of microcircuits
- Developers and manufacturers of the electronic equipment
- Research institutes
- Engineering companies
- Governmental organizations
- Higher educational institutions
- Financial and investment organizations, development institutions
- Professional associations

Representatives of following countries attend SEMIEXPO Russia: Russia, Belorussia, Germany, Netherlands, Belgium, Check Republic, Slovakia, France, North America, Great Britain, Japan, Singapore and Taiwan.

Among the unique international participants of SEMIEXPO Russia are many companies who trust the proven platform and use it as the main marketing instrument for business development on the territory of Russian Federation and CIS countries.

VISITOR PROFILE

Executives and technical specialists from the following areas:

- Mechanical engineering
- Automobile industry
- Aircraft industry
- Shipbuilding industry
- Robotics
- Urban infrastructure
- Medicine
- Security systems
- Software
- Power engineering
- Telecommunications
- Biotechnology

93%
Exhibitors assess positively the results of participation in the exhibition

www.semiexpo.ru
NEW OPPORTUNITIES FOR SEMIEXPO RUSSIA 2019 EXHIBITORS

• **NEW: SEMIEXPO Market Update** – monthly industry review, which includes articles, interviews, news and analytical studies. Available only to registered exhibitors, partners, sponsors and SEMI Association members (as a part of partnership agreement)

• Collective booth, represented by companies from the largest microelectronic cluster in Europe. Exhibition partner – **city of Dresden**

• **Investment dinner** (please contact the organizers to attend)

• Presentation of international **startup projects** in the field of radioelectronics and robotics

• **Match-Making** – extended opportunities for **business meetings** arrangement to discuss the most important issues within the exhibition

• **SEMI Member Forum 2019**

• International **MEMS Forum**

• Final stage of the annual all-Russian competition “**Innovative Electronics**”

SEMIEXPO RUSSIA 2018 FIGURES:

- Number of professional visitors: 1918
- Number of exhibiting companies: 92
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CONTACT US
Exhibition organizer
Business Media Russia

Show Director: **Anna Rubas**
Tel.: + 7 (495) 649-69-11 ext.125
Mobile.: + 7 (926) 096-23-06
anna.rubas@businessmediarussia.ru